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Welcome to Trail Talk  A monthly newsletter all about the Around the Mountains Cycle Trail. This
newsletter contains information and updates about construction and work on the trail, as well as other
aspects including work being carried out with businesses and tourism interests.
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Construction on the second stage of the Around the Mountains Cycle Trail is
progressing well, with sections 6 and 7 almost complete.
Southland District Council Services and Assets Manager Ian Marshall said at the
moment contractors working on the project were about a week behind schedule.
“We’re very pleased with the progress and the way that the contractor, The
Roading Company, is running the site,” he said.
The Roading Company also took charge of construction on sections 1 and 4 on
the first stage of the cycle trail.
“The area that they are working in is also undergoing a farm conversion, so there
are several different contractors actually working on this particular site. It’s quite a
complex site and there’s a lot going on up there – there are other contractors

there doing drainage works, fencing and that kind of thing, so our guys are right in
the middle of that doing their own operations. From a health and safety and a
management point of view, we’re tremendously happy with how our contractor is
looking after things.”
Construction on sections 6 and 7 of Stage Two included building bridges,
developing boardwalks and track construction from Centre Hill Road back
towards Mossburn.
The two sections were expected to be completed by midJuly, Mr Marshall said.

More funding sought for trail
Funding for the construction of Stage Two of the trail is still being sought.
Southland District Council Services and Assets Manager Ian Marshall said securing
funding for remaining construction costs associated with the second stage of the trail
was a work in progress, after an application to the Community Trust of Southland did
not put as much money in the pot as had been hoped.
“We’re still looking at different funding avenues but obviously the Community Trust was
the big one. They have given us $250,000 but the reality is that we asked for $2.5
million, so there is quite a big difference there. That was obviously a bit disappointing,
so we are now assessing what other options we have in terms of securing funding for
that shortfall,” he said.
“There are different funding opportunities that we can pursue and we’re busy working
behind the scenes to ensure we achieve this.”
The Government has given its assurances that $4.2 million in funding it had promised
the project would not be in jeopardy, despite the fact that Fish and Game’s decision to
appeal a resource consent for Stage Two meant that the expected completion date at
the end of 2015 was no longer a reality.

Taking the trail to the tourism industry
The Around the Mountains Cycle Trail
was highlighted recently at New
Zealand’s biggest annual international

tourism event.
Venture Southland represented the
region at TRENZ last week, meeting
with tourism buyers from all over the
world.
Tourism Team Leader Warrick Low said
there was a lot of talk about the cycle
trail and the event was an opportunity to
market the trail, businesses associated
with it and tourism in Southland
generally.
“One of the markets where we saw
interest and possible future demand was
continental Europe, places like Denmark
and Amsterdam. There is also interest in
luxury tours coming out of the US.

There is definitely interest in the
cycle trail as a tourism product.”
Trenz was attended by 270
international travel and tourism
buyers from major and emerging
markets.
The trail is being marketed in a
number of ways; by working with
tourism buyers, commercial
operators, isites and Tourism
New Zealand.
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